Discover your child’s **Cognitive Abilities** and **Natural Learning Strengths**
For Grade 8\textsuperscript{th} to 12\textsuperscript{th}
Do you understand how your child learns?
Can your child be successful in any learning environment?
Does your child struggle to focus?
Have you ever said to your child, "you can do better than that"?
Do you understand how to incorporate technology into academic success?
Does your child know what they want to study in college?
Do you know what programs/schools will provide the best future for your child?

Research in **Applied Cognitive Science** gives reliable & scientific assessment tools to measure Cognitive Abilities & Natural Learning Strengths.

The **CONAT** assessment can help you find the answers to these, and many other questions you may have about post-secondary education, or future aspirations for your child.

**CONAT ASSESSMENT**

✔️ Recommended for Grade 8th to 12th ✔️ Duration: 60 Minutes (Online)
WHAT IS COGNITION?
Cognition is a group of mental processes including Intelligence, Focus, Decision Making Ability, Creativity, Memory, Gifted Ability, Learning Style, Adaption, Multiple Intelligence, Reasoning & Problem Solving.

WHAT IS CONAT?
CONAT is an assessment developed after years of research and is scientifically validated to measure Cognitive Abilities and Natural Learning Strengths using applied Cognitive Science. The Research work is published in The International Journal of Indian Psychology, Infokara Research (an UGC approved Journal) & European Journal for Behavioral Sciences. The papers are presented at ICARSS London & Re-imagine Education, San Francisco, USA.

“If you can’t measure it You can’t improve it”
-Peter Drucker

What does CONAT measure?
CONAT is a 60 minute assessment to scientifically measure Cognitive Abilities and Natural Strengths used to learn, perform tasks and make decisions.

NATURAL LEARNING STRENGTHS
- Interpersonal
- Intrapersonal
- Kinesthetic
- Linguistic
- Logical
- Musical
- Natural
- Visual & Creative

COGNITIVE ABILITIES
- Focus & Concentration
- Decision Making Ability
- Dynamic I.Q
- Cognitive Capacity
- Thinking Pattern
- Learning Pace
- Self Estimation
- Learning Nature
CONAT uses applied Cognitive Science and is developed after years of research. 
CONAT is a scientifically validated test to assess Cognitive Abilities & Natural Learning Strengths.

Research References
*Infokara_V8_575-582 (A UGC approved Journal)
**IJIP_7(4)_272-278 (The International Journal of Indian Psychology)
***EJBS_V14_52-66 (European Journal for Behavioural Sciences)

SOME HARD FACTS

98% students select higher studies and even choose careers based on

- School Performance
- Market Trends
- Assumptions & Guesswork
- Personal Liking
- Fear
- Insecurity
- Peer and Parental influences
- Social Status

- CONAT is a scientifically validated assessment backed by years of research.
- CONAT helps students to redefine priorities and design learning strategies to improve GPA.
- CONAT empowers students and parents to make informed decisions while selecting Electives & AP Courses.
- CONAT identifies the best fit unique strategies that a student can employ for Standardized tests like PSAT, ACT & SAT.
- CONAT provides a head start to students as it gives them clarity on their natural learning strengths.
- CONAT removes guesswork, ambiguity and presumptions from higher education decisions.
- CONAT empowers students to research and analyze to choose career path and create higher education strategies.

CONAT is recommended for Grade 8th to 12th
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To register for CONAT Assessment visit our website
www.conat.world

609-448-9202
reachus@conat.world

Follow CONAT at